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Strong Partnerships Better Serve Our Customers 
 

Pontem has always believed in strong partnerships with innovative 

companies enabling data sharing and integrated technologies to 

better serve its customers.  Pontem’s Property Tax software suite 

fully integrates its’ highly-regarded Property Tax Administration and  

Delinquent Tax Management software with Patriot’s AssessPro 

software, creating a seamless bridge facilitating data exchange at 

all levels, from assessing through delinquent tax management. 

 

Patriot Properties, a Boston, MA based company in business 25 years, is the developer of AssessPro, 

the most versatile and comprehensive assessing software product available.   AssessPro’s integrated 

graphical sketching, SketchPro, is the finest in the industry.  Fully 

embedded GIS services won Patriot ESRI’s “Business Partner of 

the Year” award in 2008.  

Patriot’s partnership with recognized industry leaders, 

Pictometry and iLOOKABOUT , provide fully integrated oblique 

and street level imagery, bringing new and compelling ways  for 

managing your property tax process. 

 

Pictometry has been described as “geometry on images” but that 

description only captures one aspect of Pictometry.  Pictometry 

solutions are widely-recognized by government professionals in 50 

states throughout the country as a trusted source for critical visual 

information. Federal, state, county and municipal government 

agencies – including 9-1-1 and public safety organizations -- look to 

Pictometry to make sophisticated visual intelligence easy to use, 

accurate and affordable. 
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Full integration with Patriot’s AssessPro enables hundreds of assessors across the country to rely on 

Pictometry tools to increase office efficiencies, cut field costs, see restricted properties, verify records 

and resolve claims disputes.   Professionals in assessment, GIS, real property tax, planning, and public 

safety, use Pictometry to locate hundreds of thousands of dollars of taxable changes to properties in their 

jurisdictions – and all from the convenience of a computer desktop.  “We’ve found millions of dollars of 

previously omitted properties and can now automatically detect change and confirm property changes 

over time." Geauga County, Ohio  

 

iLOOKABOUT  - StreetScape is the place where real and online worlds converge.   iLOOKABOUT’s 

geo-coded image product helps assessors explore, map and manage their world with visual data they 

can trust for accuracy and integrity.  An assessor’s understanding, judgment and decision has never 

been more vital to local government and taxpayers than today. 

To help understand the situation, more effective judgment, improved decision, visual intelligence 

provides reliable information,  new rich and detailed knowledge of the situation whether it be a parcel, a 

street or a neighborhood.   StreetScape is a tool that assists and supports the ability of the assessor to 

move quickly and effectively from Understanding - Judgment - Assessment.  Picture this. A place where 

all the visual intelligence you need to make an assessment is right before your eyes – on your computer 

screen.  
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